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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States |
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, or any of their-
employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability of re-
sponsibility for any third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparatus, i

product or process disclosed in this report, or represents that its use by such th;rd party would I
not infringe privately owned rights.
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NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following sources:

1, The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.
.

Washington, DC 20555

2. The N RC/GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555

! 3. The National Technical Information Servict, Springfield, VA 22161
'

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publications,
it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu-
ment Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, informat;on notices, inspection and investigation notices;
Licensee Event Reports; vendor repcrts and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and
licensee documents and correspondence.,

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor repcrts, NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commissiors issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available fn.n public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,
such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressicnal reports can usually be obtained from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non-NRC conference
proceedings are availat>le for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draf t reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request
to the Division of Technical Information and Document Control, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
are maintained at the NRC Libr,ry, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Marylar.d and are available
there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copyrighted and may be
purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American National Standards, from the
American National Standards institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
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FOREWORD

BY

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION STAFF

The NRC staff is reappraising its
decommissioning of nuclear facilities.(rqgulatory position relative to theIl As a part of this activity, the NRC
has initiated two series of studies through technical assistance contracts.
These contracts are being undertaken to develop information to support the
preparation of new standards covering decommissioning.

The basic series of studies covers the technology, safety, and costs of
decommissioning reference nuclear. facilities. Light water reactors and fuel-
cycle and non-fu'el-cycle facilities are included. Facilities of current design
on typical sites are selected for the studies. Separate reports are prepared
as the studies of the various facilities are completed.

The first report in this series covers a( el reprocessing plant;(2) the
second addresses a pressurized water reac ; and the third-deals with a

small mixed-oxide fuel fabrication pig. The fourth report, an addendum to
the pressurized water reactor report, examines the relationship between
reactor size and decommissioning cost, the cost of entombment, and the sensi-<

tivity of cost to radiation levels, contractual arrangements, and disposal site
,

charges The fifth report in this series deals with a low-level waste b al
ground; the sixth covers a large boiling water reac power station; < and
the seventh examines a uranium fuel-fabri a ion plant. The eighth report

covers non-fuel-cycle nuclear facilities.(9the low-level waste burial ground report,10) The ninth report, an addendum tosupplements the description .of
environmental radiological surveillance programs used in the parent ment.
The tenth report deals with a uranium hexafluoride conversion plant. The
eleventh report address he decommissioning of nuclear reactors at multiple-
reactor power ions. The twelfth report covers nuclear research and
test reactors. The thirteenth report examines the decommissioning of
refere light water reactors that have been involved in serious acci-

dents. I The fourteenth and fifteenth reports are addendums to the pressur-
ized water reactor report and the boiling water reactor report, respectively,
and examine the impacts on decommissioning of both of these plant types of a
temp 9rarv {nability to dispose of waste offsite at the time of decommission-
ing.(15,16; The sixteenth report, an addendum to the nuclear research and test-
reactors report, addresses the sensitivity of decommissioning radiation expo-
sure and co to selected parameters at nuclear research and test reactor
facilities. The seventeenth report d with the decommissioning of inde-
pendent spent fuel storage installations. This addendum to the boiling

iii
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water reactor report examines the radioactive wastes expected to result from
decommissioning the reference BWR and classifies those wastes in accordance
with 10 CFR 61.

An additional decommissioning topic will be reported tentatively as
follows:

Post-Accident Decommissioning at Fuel-Cycle and Non-Fuel-FY 1984 *
Cycle Facilities

The second series of studies covers supporting information on the decom-
missioning of nuclear facilities. Four reports have been issued in the second
series. The first con s of an annotated bibliography on the decomissioning
of nuclear facilities.
decommissioning regulations.gsecond is a review and analysis of current
decommissioning of light water reactors.{2g) covers the facilitation of the

The th r
The fourth report covers the

establishment of an information as concerning monitoring for compliance with
decommissioning survey criteria. 22 The fifth report addresses the technology
and cost of te mination surveys associated with decommissioning of nuclear
facilities.(23

The information provided in this report on decommissioning of a boiling
water reactor, including any comments, will be included in the record for
consideration by the CommissiJn in establishing criteria and new standards for

,

decommissioning. Comments on this report should be mailed to

Chief
Chemical Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering Technology
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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ABSTRACT

The radioactive wastes expected to result from decommissioning of the
reference boiling water reactor power station are reviewed and classified in
accordance with 10 CFR 61.

The 18,949 cubic meters of waste from DECON are classified as follows:
Class A, 97.5%; Class B, 2.0%; Class C, 0.3%. About 0.2% (47 cubic meters) of

| the waste would be generally unacceptable for disposal using near-surface
[ disposal methods.
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1.0 INTR 000Cfl0N

In the analysis of the decommissioning of the reference boil water

reactor power station (BWR) reported previously in NUREG/CR-0672, it was
assumed that all of the low-level radioactive waste from decommissioning could
be disposed of by land disposal at licensed shallow-land burial grounds. The

purpose of this addendum is to examine this assumption of waste suitability for
shallow-land burial by classifying the decommissioning wastes from the refer-
ence BWR study in terms of waste classes defined in Title 10, Part. 61 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 61). This information is intended for use
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as background data and bases in the
modification of existing regulations and the development of new regulations
pertaining to decommissioning activities. This report should also be helpful
to operators of nuclear power plants in estimating decommissioning waste man-
agement costs and to burial ground operators in planning for the land burial of
decommissioning wastes.

By Federal Register notice dated December 27, 1982,(2) the NRC promulgated
a new regulation (10 CFR 61) governing the land disposal of low-level radioac-
tive waste (LLW). This new regulation establishes three classes of LLW based
on radiological hazard, and provides minimum and stability waste form require-
ments and near-surface disposal requirements for the land burial of these
wastes. Wastes with radionuclide concentrations that do not meet the classifi-
cation criteria of 10 CFR 61 are generally unacceptable for routine near-
surface disposal. Licensees are required to safely store these wastes until a
specific determination can be made on their disposition.

The principal results of this analysis of classification of decommission-
ing wastes from the reference BWR are summarized in Section 2. A summary of
waste classification requirements from 10 CFR 61 is given in Section 3. The

decommissioning alternatives evaluated in the reference BWR study are briefly
summarized in Section 4. Information on quantities and radionuclide contents
of the radioactive wastes frc.n decommissioning the reference BWR is presented
in Section 5. The classification of these wastes in terms of the waste classes
defined in 10 CFR 61 is presented in Section 6. Conclusions and recommenda-

' tions are given in Section 7.

1.1
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2.0 SUMMARY

In the ' analysis of _ the decommissioning of a reference boiling water reac-
-tor (BWR) reported previously in NUREG/CR-0672, it-was assumed that the low-

~

level radioactive wastes from decommissioning could be disposed of by near-
surface burial at a licensed shallow-land. burial ground. The purpose of this
addendum is to reevaluate this assumption in terms of the recently established
requirements for waste characterization published in Title 10, Part 61 of the
Code of Federal. Regulations (10 CFR 61). To accomplish this reevaluation,
radioactive wastes from'the conceptual decommissioning of the reference BWR are
classified in terms of the waste classes specified in Section 61.55 of 10
CFR. Section 61.55 establishes three classes of low-level radioactive waste
(LLW) based on radiological hazard, and defines limiting concentrations of
long-lived and short-lived nuclides for each waste class. Minimum waste form
and stability requirements are also defined for each waste class.

Class A waste has the lowest concentrations of radioactivity and must meet
minimum requirements for burial designed to facilitate handling at the disposal
site and provide protection of the health and safety of burial site person-
nel. Class B waste has higher concentrations .of radioactivity and nust meet
more rigorous requirements on waste form to ensure stability after disposal.
Class C waste must not only meet more rigorous requirements on waste form to
ensure stability, but also requires additional measures at the disposal
facility to protect against inadvertent intrusion. Wastes with radionuclide

concentrations that do not meet the classification criteria of 10 CFR 61 are
generally unacceptable for routine near-surface disposal and must be safely
stored by the licensee until a specific determination can be made on their
disposition.

Radioactive materials that require disposal as a consequence of conceptual
decommissioning of the reference BWR include 1) neutron-activated materials,
2) contaminated materials, and 3) radioactive wastes.

Neutron-activated materials include the reactor pressure vessel, vessel
internal components and structures, and the surrounding concrete sacrificial
shield located inside the primary containment. Significant amounts of the

59Ni, 63Ni, and Nb are present in neutron-activated iecommis-94radioisotopes
sioning wastes. The presence of these isotopes can affect the waste classifi-
cation of neutron-activated material and could result in these wastes being
unsuitable for shallow-land disposal.

Contaminated materials from BWR decommissioning include nearly all of the
piping and equipment in the reactor building / primary containment, turbine gen-
erator building, and radwaste and control building, as well as many of the con-
crete surfaces of these buildings. There are no significant quantities of

2.1
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-limiting long-lived isotopes in contaminated materials The principal limiting
60 17short-lived isotopes in these materials are Co and Cs. Average concentra- i

tions of limiting short-lived radionuclides in contaminated materials are low I
*

enough that, in general, contaminated materials constitute Class A waste.
|

Radioactive wastes from reactor decommissioning operations include both
wet solid wastes and dry solid wastes. Wet solid wastes are the solidified
wastes that result from the processing of chemical decontamination solutions
and contaminated water volumes. Dry solid wastes include discarded contamina-
ted materials such as rags and wipes, plastic sheeting, contaminated tools, and
anti-contamination clothing. There are no significant quantities of limiting
long-lived isotopes in either wet solid or dry solid radioactive wastes. The
principal limiting short-lived isotopes in the waste are C0 and 13760 Cs. Most
of the radioactive waste from decommissioning operations can be classified as
Class A waste, with less than 25% (by volume) being classified as Class B
waste.

The alternative approaches to decommissioning a nuclear power station con-
sidered in the reference BWR study are OECON (immediate decontamination to
unrestricted release), SAFSTOR (safe storage with deferred decontamination to
unrestricted release), and ENTOMB (entombment of radioactive materials with
decay to unrestricted release). The DECON alternative results in a greater,

quantity of radioactive waste being generated, and requires a greater commit-
ment of disposal site space than either of the other two decommissioning alter-
natives. The nuclear waste generated during SAFSTOR operations includes
radioactive waste from preparations for safe storage and waste generated during<

deferred decontamination. For safe storage periods of 50 years or longer,
because of radioactive decay, the total waste from all SAFSTOR operations is
significantly less than the waste volume generated during DECON. In the ENTOMB
scenario analyzed in the reference BWR study, the long-lived reactor vessel
internals are removed and shipped to a licensed burial site prior to entomb-
ment. The nuclear wastes resulting from ENTOMB operations include these long-
lived reactor components, any contaminated material not accommodated within the .
confines of the entombment structure, and radioactive wastes resulting from
ENTOMB activities. The total waste volume generated for offsite disposal in
this alternative is substantially less than that generated for DECON.

q A summary of the classification requirements for the radioactive wastes
from conceptual decommissioning of the reference BWR is given in Table 2.1.
Data used to define the burial volumes and radionuclide concentrations that
form the bases for the waste classification results are from Reference 1.
While the total nuclear waste volume varies by more than a factor of 10,
depending on the decommissioning alternative, the volumes of Class B and Class
C waste, and of waste that exceeds the Class C limits, are essentially indepen-
dent of the decommissioning alternative.

2.2
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TABLE 2.1. Waste Classes of Radioactive Wastes from BWR Decommissioning

Waste Class Assignnent(b)
Exceeds Class C

Burla Class A Class 8 Class C Limits
Decormalssioning Volume 8) Vol Vol me Vol me Vol me

3Alternative (m ) (m Percent (m ) Percent (m ) Percent (m ) Percent

DECON 18 949 18 476 97.s 373 2.0 53 0.3 41 0.2
30-Yr SAFsTORICI 18 949 18 616 98.2 233 1.3 53 0.3 47 0.2
50-Yr SAFSTOR(CI 1 783 1 450 81.3 241 13.8 39 2.2 47 2.7
100-Yr SAFSTORICI 1 673 1 340 80.1 241 14.8 39 2.3 41 2.8
ENTOMB 8 042 1 %9 94.1 373 4.6 53 0.7 47 0.6

(a) Cata on burial volumes for decommissioning wastes are from Sections H.5,1.3, J.5, J.7, and K.3
of Reference 1.

(b) Based on limiting concentrations of long- and short-lived radionuclides given in Table 1 and
Table 2 of 10 CFR 61.55.

(c) Includes radioactive wastes from both preparations for safe storage and deferred decontamination.

Most of the radioactive waste from BWR decommissioning (80% to 98%,
depending on the decommissioning alternative and the volume of waste generated
for disposal) can be classified as Class A waste. To be acceptable for shal-
low-land disposal, this waste must meet the minimum packaging and waste form
requirements given in 10 CFR 61.56(a).

A relatively small amount of the nuclear waste from BWR decommissioning is
classified as Class B waste. This waste includes some neutron-activated stain-

63less steel components with significant amounts of Ni, solidified concentrator

bottoms with high specific activity, ,and a fraction of the dry solid waste

generated during decommissioning operations. Class B wastes must meet the
stability requirements of 10 CFR 61.56(b) that are intended to provide protec-
tion against structural degradation following burial. Most of the Class B
waste from BWR decommissioning would meet these structural stability require-
ments without additional processing.

3Approximately 53 m of the waste from DECON, 30-year SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB,
3and approximately 39 m of the waste from 50-year SAFSTOR and 100-year SAFSTOR

is estimated to be Class C waste. This waste consists of neutron-activated
63

gainless steel reactor vessel internals with high concentrations of Ni and
Nb. Class C waste must meet the stability requirements of 10 CFR 61.56(b)

and must also be disposed of by the burial site operator using methods that
provide additional protection against inadvertent intrusion into the burial
ground for at least 500 years. Hence, the disposal costs for Class C waste
would probably be significantly higher than the disposal costs for Class A and
Class B wastes. In this addendum, no attempt is made to estimate these addi-
tional costs.

2.3
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3
The neutron-activated staingss sggel core groud (burial volume 47 m )

has such high concentrations of Ni, Ni, and Nb thi. it exceeds the
Class C limits of' 10 CFR 61. This material- is therefore generally unacceptable

i - for routine near-surface disposal. The licensee is required to safely store'
Lthis waste until a specific determination can be made on its disposition.
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3.0 10 CFR 61 REQUIREMENTS

By Federal Register Notice dated December 27,1982,(2) the NRC amended its
regulations to provide specific requirements for licensing tha land disposal of
low-level radioactive wastes containing source, special nuclear, or byproduct
material. The majority of these requirements are contained in a new Part 61 to
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 61), " Licensing Require-
ments for Land Disposal of Radioactive Wastes," which took effect on January
23, 1983. Some additional requirements directed primarily at waste generators
and handlers were concurrently published as a new Section 20.311 of Part 20,
" Standards for Protection Against Radiation." The effective date of 10 CFR
20.311 is December 27, 1983.

Although the new requirements apply primarily to disposal site operators,
they alsc include provisions that pertain to persons who generate waste that
will be disposed of at land disposal facilities. Licensees generating waste
have a resportsibility to determine the presence and concentrations of various
nuclides listed in Section 61.55, and thereby to classify the waste. Packaging
and waste stability requirements for waste destined for shallow-land burial
depcnd on the waste classification. Wastes that do not meet the classification
requirements of Section 61.55 require special provisions for their disposal and
would, in most instances, require interim storage pending identification of a
suitable disposal alternative.

Section 61.55 defines radioactive waste suitable for land disposal as
falling into one of three categories, i.e., Class A waste, Class B waste, and
Class C waste. Wastes are determined to fall into one of these classes by com-
parison to limiting concentrations of particular long-lived and short-lived
radionuclides. Class A waste contains the lowest radionuclide concentrations
and must meet only minimum waste form requirements. Class B and C wastes con-
tain higher radionuclide concentrations and must meet both the minimum waste
form and the stability requirements of Section 61.56. Class C waste must be
disposed of by use of methods that provide added protection against inadvertent
intrusion into the burial ground.

The basis for classification of LLW in terms of long-lived radionuclide
concentrations is shown in Table 3.1, reproduced from Table 1 of 10 CFR 61.55.
The basis for classification of LLW in terms of short-lived radionuclide con-
centrations is shown in Table 3.2, reproduced from Table 2 of 10 CFR 61.55.

If the radioactive waste contains only radionuclides listed in Table 3.1
(long-lived radionuclides), classification is determined using the following
guidelines. If the concentration does not exceed 0.1 times the value in the
table, the waste is Class A. If the concentration exceeds 0.1 times the value
in Table 3.1 but does not exceed the value in the table, the waste is Class C.

3.1
.
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TABLE'3.1. Limiting Concentrations of Long-Lived Radionuc es Used
i~ as Bases for Waste Classification in 10 CFR 61

Concentrat{onRadionuclide (curies /m )
14C 8
14C in activated metal' 80
59Ni in activated metal 220
94Nb in activated metal 0.2
99 Tc 3
129

1 0.08
Alpha-emitting transuranic nuclides 100(b)
with half-life greater than five years
241

Pu 3 500(b)
242

Cm 20 000(D)

(a) Reproduced from Table 1 of 10 CFR 61.55.
(b) Units are nanocuries per gram.

TABLE 3.2. Limiting Concentrations of Short-Lived Radionu 1 des Used
as Bases for Waste Classification in 10 CFR 61 a

3Concentration (curies /m )
Radionuclides Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Total of all nuclides with half- 700 (b) (b)life less than five years
3H 40 (b) (b)60Co 700 (b) (b)63 Ni 3.5 70 70063Ni in activated metal 35 700 700090 r 0.04 150 700013 Cs 1 44 4600 '

(a) Reproduced from Table 2 of 10 CFR 61.5$.
(b) There are no limits established for these radionuclides in

Class B or C waste. Practical considerations such as the
effects of external radiation and internal heat generation on
transportation, handling, and disposal will limit the concen-
trations for these' wastes. These wastes shall be Class B
unless the concentrations of other nuclides in Table 3.2 deter-
mine the waste to be Class C independent of these nuclides.

3.2
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If the concentration exceeds the value in Table 3.1, the waste is generally

unacceptable for near-surface disposal. For example, for Class A waste the
limiting concentration of long-lived alpha-emitting transuranic nuclides is 10
nCi/ gram. For Class C waste, the disposal limit for transuranic waste is set
at 100 nCi/ gram.

If the radioactive waste contains only radionuclides listed in Table 3.2
(short-lived radionuclides), classification is determined using the following
guidelines. If the concentration does not exceed the value in Column 1, the

waste is Class A. If the concentration exceeds the value in Column 1, but does

not exceed the value in Column 2, the waste is Class B. If the concentration
exceeds the value in Column 2 but does not exceed the value in Column 3, the
waste is Class C. If the concentration exceeds the value in Column 3, the

waste is 9enerally unacceptable for near-surface disposal.

If radioactive waste does not contain any of the radionuclides in either
Table 3.1 or Table 3.2, it is Class A.

If radioactive waste contains a mixture of both long-lived and short-lived
nuclides, some of which are listed in Table 3.1 and some in Table 3.2, the
waste classification is determined in the following manner. If the concentra-
tion of a nuclide listed in Table 3.1 does not exceed 0.1 times the value given

in Table 3.1, the class is determined by the concentration of nuclides listed
in Table 3.2. If the concentration of a nuclide listed in Table 3.1 exceeds
0.1 times the value listed in Table 3.1 but does not exceed the value in
Table 3.1, the waste is Class C, provided the concentration of nuclides listed
in Table 3.2 does not exceed the values shown in Column 3 of Table 3.2.

For determining the classification of waste that contains a mixture of
radionuclides, the sum-of-fractions rule described in 10 CFR 61.55(a)(7) is
used. To use the sum-of-f ractions rule, it is necessary to divide each
nuclide's concentration by the appropriate limit and add the resulting
values. The appropriate limits must all be taken from the same column of the
same table. The sum of the fractions for the column must be less than 1.0 if
the waste class is to be determined by that column.

The NRC has nrepared a technical position (3) describing procedures accept-
able to the regulatory staff which may be used by licensees to determine the
presence and concentrations of radionuclides listed in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2,
thereby classifying wastes for near-surface disposal. The basic methods for
identifying radionuclide concentrations in nuclear waste include the following:

materials accountabilitye

classification by sourcee

gross radioactivity measurementso

o direct measurement of individual radionuclides.

3.3



Materials accountability refers to the process whereby a given quantity
-(and resulting concentration) of radioactive material may be known to be con-
tained within a given waste, or may be inferred by determining the difference
;between the quantities of radioactive material entering and exiting a partico-
lar process. Classification by source is similar to materials accountability
dnd involves determining the radionuclide content and classification of waste
through knowledge and control of its source. Gross radioactivity measurement
entails the establishment of a program to correlate specific radionuclide con-
centrations in the waste with gross measurements of radioactivity levels.
-Radionuclide concentrations may also be measured directly or may be inferred by
ratioing to concentrations of radioisotopes that can be readily measured.

The NRC technical position (3) also provides guidance on determining the
waste volumes to be used in calculating.radionuclide concentrations. In many:
cases the volume used for waste classification purposes may be taken to be the
volume of the waste container. This would be true of trash waste streams com-
pacted into shipping containers. If a particular waste is stabilized within a

waste container using a solidification medium such as cement or bitumen, the
classification volume may be considered to be the volume of the solidified
mass. The waste classification volume of large unpackaged components such as
contaminated pumps, heat exchangers, etc., may be taken to be the overall,

volume of the component.

If the volume of the waste container is significantly larger (i.e., more
than 10% larger) then the volume of the contaminated waste, the volume used for
classification purposes should be that of the waste. For example, for wastes,

such as ion exchange resins or filter media contained within a disposable
demineralizer or liner, the volume used for waste classification should be the

'

volume of the contained waste rather than the gross volume of the container.
For neutron-activated materials such as the reactor pressure vessel or the
vessel internals that are cut into sections and packaged for disposal, the

i volume for waste classification should be the full-density volume of the mate-
rial (i.e., the weight divided by the density) rather than the container

L volume.

Section 10 CFR 61.55(a)(8) states that in determining radionuclide concen-
trations in nuclear waste, the concentrations may be averaged over the volume

*

of the waste, or over the weight if the concentration units are expressed in
nanocuries per gram. In the averaging process, consideration should be given
to 1) whether the distribution of radionuclides within the waste can be con-

! sidered to be reasonably homogeneous, and 2) whether the volume of the waste
container is significantly larger than the volume of the waste itself and the'

differential volume consists largely of void space. Most waste forms may be
considered homogeneous for purposes of waste classification. Examples of homo-
geneous wastes include spent ion exchange resins, filter media, solidified
liquids, contaminated dirt, contaminated concrete, and contaminated trash when
compacted in waste containers.

3.4
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES FOR DECOMMISSIONING THE REFERENCE BWR

The quantities and curie contents of the radioactive wastes from light-
water reactor decommissioning depend on several factors, including the reactorx

operating history, decantamination activities performed during the operating
I life, and the alternative chosen for decommissioning of the reactor. Three

decommissioning alternatives, DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB, are analyzed in the
reference study of BWR decommissioning. These alternatives are briefly descri-
bed in this section. The characteristics of the radioactive wastes that result
when each alternative is conceptually applied to the decommissioning of the
reference BWR are summarized in Section 5.

4.1 THE REFERENCE BWR

The reference BWR is a 1155 MWe (3320-MWt) reactor being built by the
Washington Public Power Supply System; it is designated as the WPPSS Nuclear
Project No. 2 and is located near Richland, Washington. The nuclear steam sup-
ply system is a direct-cycle boiling water reactor of Mark-Il containment
design manuf actured by the General Electric Company, and is generally represen-
tative of the current generation of large BWRs. Descriptive information about
the reference plant is presented in Chapter 7 and Appendix C of Reference 1.

4.2 DEC0 HISS 10NING ALTERNATIVES

The alternative approaches to decommissioning a nuclear power station that
dre Considered in the reference BWR study are DECON (immediate decontamination
to unrestricted release), SAFSTOR (safe storage with deferred decontamination
to unrestricted release), and ENT0M3 (entombment of radioactive materials with
decay t3 unrestricted release.)(4,5) These alternatives can be defined as fol-
lows.

DECON is the prompt removal from the facility and site of all materials
with residual radioactivity levels greater than those permitted for unrestric-
ted use of the property. DECON meets the requirements for termination of the
facility license and, under present regulatory requirements, is the only decom-
missioning alternative that renders the facility and site available for unre-
stricted use within a short time period. DECON requires the removal of all
equipment, structures, and site materials that are radioactively activated or
contaminated to levels greater than acceptable resiuual contamination levels.
This alternative results in a greater quantity of radioactive waste being
generated for offsite disposal and requires a greater commitment of disposal
site space than either of the other two decommissioning alternatives.

4.1
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SAFSTOR comprises'those activities required to prepare and maintain the
facility in a condition that poses an acceptable risk to the public and safely
stores the property for a period to allow some decay of the onsite radioacti-

- vity, followed by -decontamination of the facility to an unrestricted level.
.SAFSTOR includes three phases of activity: 1) preparations for safe storage,,

2) safe storage, and 3) deferred' decontamination. Preparations for safe stor-
age include comprehensive cleanup and decontamination activities sufficient to
allow shutdown of all plant systems and installation of security barriers and
remotely monitored surveillance devices. Preparations for safe storage are'

followed by a period of continuing care (safe storage) to permit some decay of
2 the residual radioactivity. Requirements during- the continuing-care period

include activities to maintain the structural integrity. and prevent intrusio1
; o into the facility. Since materials having radioactivity levels above unre-

stricted release levels are still onsite, an amended nuclear license remains in

; force until the deferred decontamination is complete. At the conclusion of the
; safe storage period, deferred decontamination is accomplished to remove from

the site any materials with residual radioactivity greater than that permitted
for release of the property for unrestricted use. In the reference study,,

i~ decommissioning requirements for continuing-care periods of 30, 50, and 100
i years are analyzed. For continuing-care periods of 50 years or longer, because

- of radioactive decay, the total for the volume of nuclear waste generated dur-
i ing deferred decontamination plus the waste volume generated during prepara-
i tions for safe storage is significantly less than the waste volume ' generated

during DECON.,

ENTOMB is the encasement and maintenance of nonreleasable radioactive
materials in a monolithic structure of concrete or other structural material,

1
with long-term surveillance until the radioactivity has decayed to levels suit-
able for unrestricted use. The structure should be sufficiently strong and

i long-lived to ensure retention of the radionuclides during the long-term sur-
| veillance period. In the reference BWR study, the entombment structure is the

steel primary containment vessel enclosed within the concrete biological'

; shield.

Two approaches to ENTOMB at a BWR are possible: 1) the reactor vessel
internals, which have extremely long-lived radioactivity, are removed and ship-!

I ped to a nuclear waste repository; and 2) tne reactor vessel internals are lef t
| in place. In each case, as much of the contaminated equipment from outside the
i entombment structure as can be stored in the entombment structure is moved
i there. In the first case, because of the relatively short half-lives of the
' entombed radioactivity, it may be possible, without dismantling the structure,

to terminate the amended nuclear license and release the structure for unre-
stricted use af ter a period of about 100 years. In the second case, existing
regulations require the amended nuclear license to remain in force for an

! indefinite period.

)
i
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The entombment scenario analyzed in the' reference BWR study is the first
approach, in which the long-lived reactor vessel internals are removed prior to
entombment. The nuclear wastes generated for disposal include these long-lived
reactor components, any contaminated material not accommodated within the con-
fines of the entombment structure, and radioactive wastes resulting from ENT0MB
activities. The total waste-volume generated for offsite disposal in this
alternative is substantially less than that generated for DECON.

4.3
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5.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF BWR DECOMMISSIONING WASTES

The radioactive materials that require disposal as a consequence of light-
water reactor decommissioning operations include'l) neutron-activated mate-
rials, 2) contaminated materials, and 3) radioactive wastes. Information on
waste volumes, curie contents, and major radionuclides in the wastes from
decommissioning the reference BWR is' given in Reference 1. Waste characteriza-
tion data from Reference 1 are summarized in this section to provide a basis
for the waste classification discussion of Section 6.0.

5.1 NEUTRON-ACTIVATED MATERIALS

All of the neutron-activated materials from BWR decommissioning are con--

tained in the reactor pressure vessel, vessel internal components and struc-
tures, and the surrounding concrete sacrificial shield located inside the

primary containment. Tables 5.1 through 5.5 summarize data on volumes, radio-
activity (curie) contents, and fractional radioactivity of limiting long-and
short-lived radionuclides for neutron-activated materials. Table 5.1 shows
data on neutron-activated wastes from DECOM at the reference BWR. Tables 5.2
through 5.4 show data on neutron-activated wastes from deferred decontamination
after shutdown periods of 30, 50 and 100 years. Table 5.5 shows data on neu-
tron-activated wastes from ENTOMB. Burial volumes and curie contents are taken
from Table 1.3-3 of Reference 1. Full-density volumes are calculated by
dividing the mass by the density where the mass is from Table 1.3-3 of Refer-
ence 1. The radioactivities of activated components from deferred decontamina-
tion are corrected for decay on the basis of radionuclide inventory data
presented in Tables E.1-1, E.1-2 and E.1-3 of Reference 1.- These tables are
also the source of the data on fractional radioactivity of the limiting radio-
nuclides. Limiting radionuclides are those nuclides whose concentrations in
the waste provide the bases for the classification of the radioactive wastes
for burial (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of this addendum).

An important characteristic of the neutron-activated material from BWR
decommissioning is the presence of the radioisotopes, 59Ni, 6JNi, and Nb. As

94

shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, these isotopes can affect the waste classification
of the material. If significant amounts of these isotopes are present, the
material may be Class B or Class C or may exceed the Class C limits.

5.2 CONTAMINATED MATERIALS

Contaminated materials from BWR decomissioning include nearly all of the
pip $.g and equipment in the reactor bJilding/ primary containment, turbine-
generator building, and radwaste and control building. In addition, many of

5.1
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TABLE 5.1. Neutron-Activated Materials from DECON at the Reference BWR

Fractieml RWimrtivity frxtimil Rwfimctivity

of Liinitiry Irrg of limitim) -

Livettecti e Limi Nrliiles
Brial Full 4) ty less Ihan '

Radirm31yity Whme Whre . 5-Year
; lb Ktor Cogrment Nterial (Ci)LaJ (,3)(a) _ @ _ -Ci/m (CI I4C 5% 91tb = Dc g 63I Ni thlf-Life

Stean Sepratrr itsnely Stainless Steel 9 600 10 1.2 R00 3.7x10~5 2.2x10 5.3x10~I 1.1x10-8 1.2x10~l 3.1x10-2 R.5x10-I4
'

Ftel Serrt Pieces Rainless Reel 700 5 0.7 1 Uno 3.1x10-5 2.2x10-4 5.3x10-7 1.txtr8 1.2x10-1 - 3.1x10-2 8.5x10-3

Contrul Rxis A In-Core Instnments Stainless Steal IA9 GD 15 2.5 75 6m 3.7x10-5 2.2x104 5.3x10-7 1.txty8 1.2x10-1 3.1x10-2 8.5x10-l'

Contini Ibi(1 side Tses Stainless R eel ~ 100 4 0.5 200 3.7x10-5 2.2x104 5.3x10-7 1.1xlW8 1.2x10-I 3.1xly2 8.5x10-I

,e Jet Rap k.se$ lies Stainless Steel 20 000 14 0.8 25 000' 3.7x10-5 2.2x104 5.3x10-7 1.1410-8 1.2x10-I' 3.1x104 8.5x10-I
Top Fuel Qaide Rainless Steel 30 100 24 0.3 100 000 3.7x10-5 2.2 10-4 5.3x10-7 1.1x10-8 1.2x10-1 3.1x10-2 8.5x10-I'O

i Core Sqvod Plate Stainless Steal 650 11 2.4 271 3.7x10-5 2.2r10-4 5.h10-7 1.1x104 1.2410-1 3.1x10-2 8.5x10-1
Core 3rual Stainless Steel 6 300 000 47 4.1 1 537 000 3.7xly5 2.2x104 5.3x10-7 1.tx10-8 1.2x10-I 3.1x10-2 8.5x10-I

Reactor %.,sel E ll Carhnn Steel 2 Ifia 8 21.6 100 1.fkl0-5 4.0x10-5 --- 7.h10~I 1.kl0-2 4.7x10^3 9. % 10-I
Sacrificial Sield Gmcrete 170 90 90.0 2 3.5x10-5 3.2x10-5 _ 1,1,176 1.7x10-2 3.8x10-3~9.8x10-I'

Totals 6 552 4AD 228 124.1

(a) Basat m Table 1.3-3 of bference 1.
(b) mss divided by Mity dere sess is fran T*1e 1.3-3 of Refermce 1.
(c) Radioactivity (Cs) divided by full-riensity voltse.
(d) Based on Tables E.1-1. E.1-2, arvi E.1-3 of Reference 1.
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TABLE 5.2. Neutron-Activated Materials from 30-Year Deferred Decontamination at the Reference BWR
- f ractinnal Rwlimctivity f ractional R*tuuctivity'

of limitity 1 1- of Limitiry %wt-v

f livt=1 tes li4s 'l*"I Lielteclihs@''I^*

! 14 rial FulI&nsity less Dan
- Rafimc tyity VolisfP VOltre(b) b-DF

tb Mc g 63
__

& actor Caqonmt mterial (C1)a, (,3)(a) (,3) cgf,3(c) lic 5% M Ni lbif-Life
i 8.4xlfr2 9.fkl(rl 4.0x10-3Sten Separator Astrbly Stainless Steel 260 10 1.2 217 1.4x1(r3 8.2xltr3 1.'hln-5 4.1x1rr

3I 4 9.th10-I 4.0xitf3 fuel Spgrt Pieces Stainless 5 teel 20 5 0.7 N 1.4x10-3 8.2x10-3 1.9xlir5 4.lultr 8.4s10
3

5 Control bis A Inh Instnrents Stainleu Sta 1 5 140 15 2.5 2 (VO 1.4 lfr3 8.2x10-3 1.9xlfr5 4.1x10-I H.4x10-2 9.0x tirl 4.thiir

Control bi Gsi& Tiles Stainless Ste 1 3 4 0.5 6 1.4x10-3 8.7x10-3 1.9x10-5 4.lul0-I 8.4x10-2 9,g3gg-l 4.thlo-3

m Jet nrp Ass.stilles Stainten Stet) 540 14 0.R 675 1.4xltr3 8.2x1(r3 1.9x10 5 4,i,go-1 g,4,to-2 9,g,ltrl 4.thbr3

I 8.4x10-2 93x10-I 4.0x13-3[ b Trp Tiel Gilde Stainless Reel fE0 24 0.3 2 730 1.4 x10-3 8.2x10-3 3,9,gg-5 4.1xitT ;
3

- Fore Sanrt Plate Stainless Steel 20 11 2.4 R.3 1.4xlfr3 8.?x10-3 1.9xtry 5 4.1x10-7 8.4x10-2 9.0x10-1 4.0=lir

Qre 'hroisi Stain'ess Steel 171 360 47 4.1 4130 1.4x10-3 8.2x10-3 1.9x175 4.1x10-7 8.4x10-2 9.0x10-I 4.0x10-3:
4

,

Reactor Vessel til Cartm Steel 10 8 21.6 0.5 4.tx1fr3 8.9x10-3 - 1.6x10-4 7.7xtfr2 R.4x10-I 6.9x10-2

Sicrificial 9iteld Oncrete 1 90 90.0 0.01 5.8x10-3 5.3x10-3 -- 1.1x10-8 5.3x10-2 5.0=10-I 1.?x10'l
Totals 178 174 228 124.1

,,

'

(a) Risr=1 m Table 1.3-3 of Ibference 1.
(b) mss divt.hvi by density dere nets is frm T*le 1.3-3 of Ibferrnce 1.
(c) Raiinactivity (Cl) dividni by full-imsity volire.
(d) fMed m Tabics E.1-1. E.1-2, arvi E.1-3 of 4fermce 1.
(e) Q)rrectet for radioactive duy m tre hws of ra1innrlide invmtories in Tables E.1-1. E.1-2 armi E.1-3 of &ferince 1.
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TABLE 5.3. Neutron-Activated Materials from 50-Year Deferred Decontamination at the Reference SWR

fractimal Rafimttivity f rxtimal R=timrtivity

of Lirmtiruj l 1- of Limitir=1 9:wt-
tiel terl kh M tietMtil4 8 **)

Brial f ull-Ovsity less Run
Radi mc lyify Wbsv Vnhre@I 5-Year

Rwtor Crrpm.t %terial (Ci)a; (,,3)(a) ( 3) cg f,3(c) It 5% '41.g, tyc Ny 6% t hlf-lif e
3 I 3 9.altrI 2.suin-55 tem Separator %sn+1y Stainless 5tml 210 10 1.2 175 1.1titr 1.0=1T2 2.4=lir$ 5.7xlT 7.hulT

Fml Sutrt Pieces Rainless v eel 15 5 0.7 22 1.1x10-3 1.0x10# 2.4=175 5.2 llTI 7.6:173 9.610-1 2.Su10-5
Control R>1s A Inere Instnrents Stainless Stml 4 Oro 15 2.5 16N 1.7ml0-3 1.0=172 2.4mitr5 5.2x10-7 7.6xlT3 9.%171 2.Sultr5
Qntrol Gii& Tttes Rairless Real 2 4 0.5 4 1.7x10-3 1.0x10-2 2.4u104 5.2xitTI 1.6 10-3 9.P=10-I 2.5x10-5
Jet Arp Aset11es Stainless Steel 43) 11 0.8 SM 1.7x10-3 1.0x10-2 2.4x10-5 5.2x10-7 7.6=10-3 9.8x10-I 2.5u104

yi Tm Fml Gjide Stainless Seel 650 24 0.3 2 170 1.1x10-3 1.0x104 2.4 x10-5 5.2xtr i 7.6ml0-3 9.8=10-I 2.5=104

Core Sunrt Plate Stainless Steel 15 11 2.4 6.2 1.7xlG-3 1.0 10-2 2.4=104 5.2x10-7 7.6x10-3 9.8ml0-I 2.5x10-5A

Core 2rmt Stainless Reel 135 450 47 4.1 33Ulm 1.1x10-3 1.0m:0-2 2.4 104 5.2x10-7 7.6x10-3 9.Rul0-I 2.5=10-5
Reactor Vessel m il Cartion Steal 10 8 21.6 0.5 5.5x10-3 1.2x104- 2.2 104 7.4x10-3 9.7:10"I 4.51:7 I

Sicrificial Steld Osicrete 1 % W.0 0.01 7.6xiG-3 7.0x10-3 -- 2.3x10-4 5.0x10-3 5.7mlo-I 3.1 10-2
Totals 140 f43 228

(a) fuW on Table 1.3-3 of Reference 1.
(b) Miss divkb1 ly density We> nass is frm lAle 1.3-3 cf Refermce 1.
(c) Railmctivity (Cl) dividvi by full-ovistty vohre.
(d) fused on Tables E.1-1, E.1-2, and E.1-3 of R>fermce 1.
(e) 'Correcte1 for railmctive & cay m the tuses of ratiorer.lide inventories in Tables E.1-1. E.1-2, aril E.1-3 of R>fermce 1.
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Neutron-Activated Materials from 100-Year Deferred Decontamination at the Reference BWRTABLE 5.4.
Feactional Rviimctivity Iractiomi Rulimetivity

of Limittre)I n- of Limitirij 9xyt-
Mp)o f) g g,,g gL g ;1pgLivi=1 Mr li+s
trss hvi

Ikrial full &nsity

IWiimc Ivity Vul re VohrS'I 5-Mir

Ibactor Coarrmt Miterial (Ci)a) ( 3)(a) (,3) Ci/m(CI Ik 9'Ni % '"Ic % Si Milf-Lif e3

Steau Saparator Assoily Stainless Stml 110 10 1.2 117 2.5:10-3 1.5x10 3.5xl d 7.6xlT# 4 9.%10-I ---2 1.6x10

4 9.an10-I --

Ftrl Spport Pieces Stainless Steel 10 5 0.7 14 2.5x10-3 1.5x10-2 3,5,gg-5 7.6 10-I 1.6x10

3 1.5x10-2 3.5xi d /.6 10-7 1.6x10-5 9 %1irl --

Q)ntrol Rtxis A In-Core Instnrents Stainless Steel 230 15 2.5 1 120 2.5xlT

Cmtrol Gji+ Ittes Stainless Steel 2 4 0.5 4 2.5x10-3 1.5x104 3.5xid 7.6xitrI 1.6mi d 9.8x10-I --

4 3.5x10-5 7.6x10-I 1.6xi d 9.6104 -

Jet Rrp Assetlies Stainless Steel 30 14 0.8 375 2.5x10-3 1.5x10
5 I S 9. 4 10-I --

ci Top Ftel Gjide Stainless Reel 450 24 0.3 1500 2.5x10-3 1.5x104 3.5xlT 7.6xlT 1.6x1T
4 1.6:10-I 1.6x10-5 9,ggyl ..

J' Com Sanrt Plate Stainless Steel 10 !! 2.4 4.2 2.5xlT3 g,gxg72 3.5x10

I 1.6x10-5 9.8x10-I --

Q)re 9trairi Stainless St ml 93 210 41 4.1 22 700 2.5mitr3 1.5x104 3.5x10-5 7.6xitr

Reactor Vessel W il Cartm Stml 5 8 21.6 0.2 8.0x10-3 1.7x10-2 - 3.2x10-4 1.5x10-5 9. % 10-I --

# 4 5.3 10-I --4 9.5x10-3 - 3.1x10 9.6:10
Sicrtf tci31 9ileid Gncrete 1 50 9).0 0.01 1.0x10

Wi 991 223 124.1Totals

(a) Rismi on T*le 1.3-3 of Ibferrnrr 1.
(b) Miss divi 41 by thyistty dem vmss is frtn Tabla 1.3-3 of IUfenvir.e 1.
(c) Raiimctivity (C1) riivirkwt by full-<kmity vohrt.
(d) Risat m Tables E.1-1, E.1-2. armi E.1-3 of ikfermr.e 1.
(e) G)rrectal for r,31imctive rNay m the bisos of ratirrutlirin invnntories in itles [.1-1, E.1-2. +=1 F.1-3 of Refenwice 1.

.
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TABLE 5.S. Neutron-Activated Materials frorn Ef1TOMR at the Reference BWR

f rxtimal Ratinactivity f rartinnal R*iiWtivity
of limitirmj tr -

of Limiting 9g-Limi farli+s I Liet farli+s
11 rial ful1 Amity less than

volir[) ICl/ri(C) II Shi Db "Ic g 6h ib1f-Life

katimc ity
vbg) 5-Year
(m I 3Ibactor Coquent Miterial (Cl) (m C

Steun 9parator Astrbly Stainless Stml 9 RI) 10 1.2 8 (111 3.7x10-5 2.2x10 5.3x10-# 1.1 10-0 1.2x10-I 3.1=10-2 g,ggg-14

Fml Separt Pieces Stainless Steel 7(1) 5 0.7 100 3.7x10-5 2.2x104 5.3xlT i 1.lultr8 1.2x10-1 3,g,go-2 8.5 10-I
Cnntml Ibis A In{nre Instrirents Stainless Steel 189 0 0 15 2.5 75 GU 3.7=lfr5 2.2x10 5.3x10-I 1.lul(8 1.2 10-I 3.1i10-2 8. % 10-1

4

Cmtml Osich T4cs Stainless 2 eel Ito 4 0.5 25 3.7x10-5 2.2r104 5.3x10-7 1.lmirr8 1.?x10-I 3.1x10-2 8.5xltrl
, .ht Arp Asroblies Stainless Stent 20 0 0 14 0.R 2tU 3.7x10-5 2.2x10^ 5.3x10-I 1.tx10-8 1.2x10-I 3.1 10-2 8.5xlTI
*

.n Trp fmi Qside Stainless Steel 3) lto 24 0.3 25 0U 3.7x10-5 p,7,go4 5.3x10-7 1,1178 1.2x tfrl 3.1:10-2 8.5x10-I
Core Suurt Plate Stainless Stml 650 11 2.4 la) 0tU 3.1xlTS 4 5.3x10-7 1.1x10-8 1.2x10-I 3.1xity2 R.5 10-I2.?x10
Core 9rm! Stainless Steal 6 30000 47 4.1 271 3.7x10-5 2.2x104 5.3x10-I 1.1 10-8 1.2x10-I 3.1x10-2 8.5x10-I

Totals 6 550 150 13) 12.5

(a) Rassvi on Table I.3-3 of Ibformr.e 1.
(b) Miss divided by density dere ne% is fron Table 1.3-3 of Peference 1.
(c) Ratioactivity (Cl) divHed by full-lensity vole.
(d) Emi on Tables E.1-1, E.1-2, and E.1-3 of Ibfemre 1.
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$ .'the concrete surfaces of these buildings are assumed to be contaminated and to
T.Yfl}.

*

require surface removal to a depth of about 50 millimeters.
. < A A

Table 5.6 provides a summary of data on burial volumes, radioactivity :[,j $ '.

(Kk '.M[
i(curie) contents, and fractional radioactivities of limiting short-lived radio-

nuclides for contaminated materials from DECON at the reference BWR, Data on
burial volumes are from Table 1.3-4 of Reference 1. Data on curie contents are }. .g
from Tables 7.4-10 and E.2-7 of Reference 1. Data on fractional radioactiv- ..* M '.

'

ities of limiting short-lived radionuclides are from Tables 7.4-6, 7.4-7, and M . ;.
7.4-9 of Reference 1. For contaminated piping and equipment, the principal h[

60
limiting short-lived isotope is Co (half-life = 5.27 years). h . ]. , 6

h
For contginated guctural surfaces, the principal limiting short-lived [[p]

?[ T i
isotopes are Co and Cs (half-life = 30.0 years). A comparison of

iTable 5.6 with Table 5.1 shows that the average concentrations of limiting
short-lived radionuclides in contaminated materials are much smaller than the ] J i-
average concentrations of these same radionuclides in neutron-activated mate- ' . %$
rials from DECON at the reference BWR. There are no significant quantities of G.gh.
limiting long-lived isotopes in contaminated materials. q Qf'

; ,v:
For the SAFSTOR decommissioning alternative, contaminated materials are =.f .:c N

assumed to be disposed of during deferred dismantlement. The quantities of h29 f
contaminated materials that require disposal are shown in Table 5.7, which is % 5.,5
taken from Table J.7-1 of Reference 1. The volume of contaminated material 7
from deferred dismantlement 30 years af ter reactor shutdown is assumed in the - 6 Jyc -
reference study to be the same as the volume of contaminated material from $d.i 8

3immediate dismantlement (17,229 m ). For deferred dismantlement after 50 or f., n 4

100 years, the volume of contaminated material for disposal is assumed to be ;j [ ..;
only 150 m . For deferred dismantlement 30 years after reactor shutdown, the f -G .
60Co concentration in contaminated materials will have decayed by about a fac- T " .y .'

tor of 50 and the Cs conc.entration will have decayed by a factor of 2. For [. :2 14137
60 137deferred dismantliment after 50 years, the concentrations of Co and Cs in NZ;

| [[[contaminated materials will have decayed by factors of about 700 and 3.2,
P 1resgctively For deferred dismantlement after 100 years, the concentrations
V(; .? bCo and Cs in contaminated materials will have decaye'l by factors ofof

5

[. %; h
iabout 5 x 10 and 10, respectively.

p~4
For ENTOMB at a light-water reactor, much of the contaminated material H']%

from decommissioning operations can be placed in the entombment structure and , 4., ;4

[~. -Q
jentombed onsite, thus significantly reducing the amount of this material

requiring of fsite disposal. The volume of contaminated material requiring off- f
site disposal for ENTOMB at the reference BWR is estimated to be 6420 m3 (see M|g7
Table K.3-4 of Reference 1). Data on burial volumes, curies, and fractional c 'i p

Ib .4Qradioactivities of limiting short-lived radionuclides for contaminated mate-
rials fron ENTOMB at the reference BWR are presented in Table 5.8. m

5.7
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TABLE 5.6. Contaminated Materials from DECON at the Reference BWR

Fractional Radioactivity of
# airial limitingShort-livedPOclides(c)

.

Radioactivity Volurie Other short- |

(g)(b) Ci/m3 g _ Ni 9037 137W3ste Catecory (Ci)(a) 3 63
Cs li d

Piping & Valms 2.7.x103 4 565 0.48 4.7x10-1 -- 3.4x172 5.0x10-1 i--

Reactor Vessel 9.4x102 493 1.91 4.7x10-1 - - 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1 |

Other Reactor Building Equiptent 9.4x102 1 894 0.50 4.7x10~1 -- - 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1

thin Condenser 3.9x102 1 820 0.21 4.7x10-1 -- 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1--

Other Turtine-Generator Building 7.3x102 4 426 0.16 4.7x10-1 -- -- 3.4x10 2 5.0x10-1
Equipnent

$ Rahste and Control Building 3.2x103 1 431 2.24 4.7x10-1 -- 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1--

Equipcent

Reactor alilding Structural 7.4x101 1 941 0.033 2.9x10-1 3.4x10-3 1.5x10-2 1.ax10-1 5.1x10-1
Surfaces

Turbine-Generator Building 4.4x109 215 0.020 2.9x10-1 3.4x10-3 1.5x10-2 1.8x10-1 5.1x10-1
Structural Surfaces

! Rahste and Control BJilding 3.6x101 444 0.081 2.9x10-1 3.4x10-3 1.5x10-2 1.8x10-1 5.1x10-1
Structural Surfaces

Totals 8.5x103 17 229

(a) Based on Tables 7.4-10 and E.2-7 of Reference 1.
(b) Based on Table I.3-4 of Reference 1.
(c) Based on Tables 7.4-6. 7.4-7, and 7.4-9 of Refenence 1.

!
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TABLE 5.7. Burial Volumes for Contaminated Materials
from BWR Decommissioning

Contaminatedfja ial

Decommiss,ioning Alternative Volume (m ) ,,,

DECON 17 229

SAFSTOR

Preparations for Safe Storage --

Deferred Decontamination after 30 Years 17 229
Deferred Decontamination after 50 Years 150
Deferred Decontamination after 100 Years 150

-

(a) From Table J.7-1 of Reference 1.

TABLE _S d. Contaminated Materials from ENTOMB at the Reference BWR
Fractional Radioactivity of

Burial Limiting Short-lived fbclides(C)
Radioactivity Volure Other short-

(m)(b) C1/m g 63 90 1373 3Waste Category (C1)(a) m sr Cs li d

Reactor Ebilding Equi; rent 230 453 0.51 4.7x10-1 -- -- 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1
thin Contnser 390 1 fE0 0.21 4.7x10'I -- - 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1
Other Turbine Generator fbilding 520 3 252 0.16 4.7x10-1 -- - 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1

Equiprent

Ra&aste & Control Fbilding 450 895 0.50 4.7x10-1 -- -- 3.4x10-2 5.0x10-1
Eq2iprent

Totals 1 590 6 420

(a) Rased on Tables 7.4-10 and E.2-7 of Refertnce 1.
(b) Based on Table K.J 4 of Reference 1.
(c) Based on Table 7.4-6 of Reference 1.

5.3 RADI0 ACTIVE WASTES

Radioactive wastes from reactor decommissioning operations may be either
wet solid wastes or dry solid wastes. Wet solid wastes result from the pro-
cessing of chemical decontamination s:lutions and contaminated water volumes.
These wastes include ccncentrator bottoms, filter sludges, and spent deminer- .

alizer resins, as well as neutralized chemical solutions from various decon-

tamination operations. Wet solid wastes are mixed with a solidifying agent
like cement to ensure retention of the radioactive materials within the ship-
ping containers. Dry solid wastes include discarded contaminated materials
such as rags and wipes, plastic sheeting, contaminated tools, and anti-contam-
ination clothing. Table 5.9 gives a summary of data on waste volumes, curies,

5.9
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TABLE 5.9. Radioactive Wastes from Decommissioning at the Reference BWR(a)

Fractional Ra11oactivity of
Ibrial limiting Short-lived Pbtlid's

Radicactivity Vo Other short-
Wste fyte (C1) (m ) b) Ci/m g 633 m 90,r 137

Cs li w=1

W t solid utstes

Canceitrator Ebttas 31 200 148 (120) 260 4.7x171 -- - 3.4x10-2 4.9x10-I

Gnomtrator iWttars 12% 307 (248) 5.2 4.7x10-I -- - 3.4x10-2 4.9x10-1

Concentrator Ebttcrs 156 185 (150) 1.0 4.7x10-1 -- -- 3.4x104 4.9x10-I

Solidified ikmtamination Solns. 101 120 (95) 1.1 4.7x10-1 -- -- 3.4x10-2 4.9x10-1

Filter Sluirs ar:1 Resins 228 M (42) 5.4 4.7x1TI -- - 3.4x104 4.9x10-1

Dry Snlid Ev.tes

ILUM

Shie144 Onss 1 2'D 210 6.0 2.9x1TI 3.4x10-3 1.5x10-2 1.Rx10-1 5.1x10-1

lir,hielswl Dns5 556 468 1.2 2.9x10-1 3.4x10-3 1.5x104 1.8x10-1 5.1x10-I

Prmarattms f'sr %fe Storar
Shie14*1 Drus 44) 75 6.0 2.9x10-I 3.4x10-3 1.5x10-2 1.Rx10-I 5.tx10-1

thshiel4wl Dns s 197 166 1.2 2.0x10 I 3.4x10-3 1.5x104 1.8x10-1 5.1x10-1
-

1

30-Year Deferrwi Ikanteinatim y f
'M~Y-Shiel4=1 Dnss -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - . *

thshiel4vi Ones 132 437 0.30 5.0x10-2 2.4x10-2 6.4x10-2 8.0x171 6.4x10-2

50-Year Deferrwi Decmteinatim

Shiel41 Onse -- - -- -- -- - - --

thshiel4=10ru s 80 350 0.23 5.9x10-3 3.4x10-2 6.4x10-2 8.3x10-1 6.4x10-2

IW-Year Drferrei Docmteinatim

Shiel4vi Dns% -- -- -- - -- -- -- --

Orshiel4*10nss 26 240 0.11 4.5x10-4 7.2x104 5.9x10-2 8.1x10-1 5.9 104
N00

Shiel44 Drrs 1 250 210 6.0 2.9xlTI 3.4410-3 1.5x10-2 1.8x10-1 5.1x10-1

thsniel4*10nrs 556 468 1.2 2.o 10-1 3.4x10-3 1.5x10-2 1.%10-1 5.tx10-1x

(a) [hta in this table are frm SPctims H.S. I.3, J.5, arvi J.7 of Refermte 1. See ted for dPtails.
I(b) Vihrs in twvntheses foe .rt soli 1 estes are assirtw1 sohdified este voltres used to calculate C1/nt .

_

and fractional radioactivities of limiting short-lived radionuclides for radio-

active wastes from decommissioning at the reference BWR.

The operations of system decontamination, draining of contaminated water
systems, and handling of the resultant radioactive liquids are assumed to be
undertaken regardless of the alternative chosen for decommissioning of the
reference BWR. Consequently, the volume of wet solid wastes from decocitission-
ing operations is assumed to be the same for each alternative (DECON, SAFSTOR,
or ENTOMB). Waste volume and curie data for wet solid wastes are taken from
Section H.S.I.4 of Reference 1. Data on fractional radioactivity of limiting

short-lived nuclides for those wastes are from Table 7.4-6 of Reference 1. The
processing of chemical decontamination solutions results in the production of

3518 m of concreted waste (solidified concentrator bottoms) that is packaged in

5.10
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225 steel cask liners (2.30 m of concretad waste in each 2.84-m liner). Of .

3
5 the total volume of solidified concentrator bottoms, 120 m is assumed to have

,

3 3
f an average radioactivity concentration of 260 Ci/m , 248 m to have an aver- f

3 3
_

age radicactivity concentration of 5.2 Ci/m , and 150 m to have an average .

,

3radioactivity concentration of 1.0 Ci/m . The neutralization and solidifica-
_r-

3tion of chemical decontamination solutions results in 95 m of concreted waste ,

m

with a total radioactivity content of 101 Ci. The processing of contaminateds

i water results in 42 m3 of filter sludges and spent demineralizer resins with a -

.

F radioactivity content of 228 Ci. Cobalt-60 (half life = 5.27 years) contrib-
E utes almost half of the radioactivity of wet solid wastes. . ;

e
E Dry solid wastes from BWR decommissioning are assumed to be compacted and _

3F packaged in 0.21-m standard steel drums for shipment to a burial ground. f
.

.

E DECON, preparations for safe storage, and ENTOMB are all expected to result in - 4

g some drums of dry solid waste that require shielding during transport, as well .

*

{ as drums which can be shipped unshielded. Dry solid wastes from defer red
; decontamination are assumed to be shipped in unshielded drums. Shielded drums . :
E are assumed to have maximum surface dose rates of 1.0 R/hr (1.25 Ci/ drum).

^

7 Unshielded drums are assumed to have maximum surface dose rates of 0.2 R/hr
g (0.25 Ci/ drum). Volumes of dry solid wastes from BWR decommissioning are taken . g_
- from Tables I.3-5 (DECON and ENTOMB), J.5--3 (preparations for safe storage) and Mp
5 J.7-1 (deferred decontamination) of Reference 1. Data on fractional radioac- [ikph

- ;f. ,)a tivities of limiting short-lived nuclides for these wastes are from Table 7.4-7 .'
-

of Reference 1. The principal short-lived nuclides in contaminated dry solid U J 3 +.
. Y: _.4%

60 137
_ wastes are Co (half-life 5.27 years) and Cs (half-life 30.0 years).
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6.0 CLASSIFICATION OF BWR DECOMMISSIONING WASTES

A summary of waste class assignments for the radioactive wastes from con-
ceptual decommissioning of the reference BWR is given in Table 6.1. Both the
burial volumes of the waste and the percentages of total waste volume in each
waste class are shown in the table. Waste class assignments are based on waste

characterization data for the reference BWR summarized in Section 5 and on
waste category definitions given in 10 CFR 61 and summarized in Tables 3.1

^

and 3.2 of this addendum.

Most of the radioactive waste from BWR decommissioning can be classified
as Class A waste. For the reference BWR, approximately 53 m3 (less than 1% of

the burial volume) of the waste from DECON, 30-yeag SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB is
estimsted to be Class C waste. Approximately 39 m (about 2% of the burial
volume) of the waste from 50-year SAFSTOR and 100-year SAFSTOR is estimated to
be Class C waste. Approximately 47 m3 (0.2% to 2.8% of the burial volume,
depending on the decommissioning alternative) of the waste is estimated to
exceed the Class C limits of 10 CFR 61. The Class c. waste and the waste that
exceeds Class C limits is neutron-activated material with high concentrations

9459Ni, 63Ni, and Nb.of

Details of the waste class assignments for neutron-activated materials,
contaminated materials, and radioactive wastes from conceptual decommissioning
of the reference BWR are given in the following sections.

6.1 NEUTRON-ACTIVATED MATERIALS

Waste class assignments for the neutron-activated materials from concep-
tual decommissioning of the reference BWR are given in Tables 6.2 through
6.6. Table 6.2 shows waste classes for neutron-activated materials removed
from the primary containment during DECON. Tables 6.3 through 6.5 show waste
classes for neutron-activated materials removed during deferred decontamination
after shutdown periods of 30, 50, and 100 years. Table 6.6 shows waste classes
for neutron-activated materials removed during ENTOMB at the reference BWR.
Waste class assignments are determined by comparing the estimated concentra-
tions of limiting long-lived and short-lived radionuclides in the waste with

the concentrations used to define the different waste classes shown in
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of Section 3. The estimated activity concentrations of

limiting radionuclides shown in Tagles 6.2 through 6.6 are determined by multi-
plying the specific activity (Ci/m ) of each activated component by the frac-
tional radioactivity of the limiting radionuclides in the component. As

explained in Section 5.1, the specific activity of neutron-activated material

is based on the full-density volume rather than on the burial volume of the

material. Values for fractional ra :cactivity of limiting long-lived ands

6.1
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TABLE 6.1. Classification of Radioactive Wastes from BWR Decommissioning

este Class Assiorrent
Exceeds Class C

Btrial Class A Class B Class C Limits

Volp) Vohp Vohre voltreVolee
d 3 3Este Catmory (m (m ) Nrcent (m') 4rcent (m) FWcent (m) Fercent s

IEC01

Neutron-Activated 223 113 49.6 15 6.6 53 23.2 47 23.6
Contaminated 17 229 17 229 100.0 -- - - - - --

Raoeste 1 432 1 IM 76.0 E 24.0 - - - -

Total DeccTdssioning este 13 9;9 13 476 97.5 373 2.0 53 0.3 47 0.2

3MR SYSTCR

feutron-Activated 228 113 61.'8 10 4.4 53 23.2 47 20.6
Contaminate 1 17 229 17 22) 100.0 - - - - - --

Radeste
Prep. for Safa Storaga 1 055 832 78.9 223 21.1 - - - --

Deferred [econtariination 437 437 100.0 -- - - - - --

Total Decordssioning kste 13 949 18 616 98.2 233 1.3 53 0.3 47 0.2

50-YR SYSTOR

Mron-Activated 228 118 51.8 24 10.5 39 17.1 47 20.6
Oritenated 150 150 100.0 - - -- -- -- --

D 4gggg3

Prep. for Safe Stora y 1 055 832 78.9 223 21.1 - - - -

Deferred Decontamnation 350 350 100.0 - - - - - --

Total Decomdssioning este 1 783 1 450 81.3 247 13.8 39 2.2 47 2.7 ,

100-YR SYSTOR

Peutrun-Activated 228 118 51.8 24 10.5 39 17.1 47 20.6
Contardnated 150 150 100.0 -- -- -- -- - --

Ra$este
Prep, for Safe Storage 1 055 832 78.9 223 21.1 - - - -

Deferred Crcontanination 240 240 100.0 - - -- -- - --

Total DecoTdssioning este 1 673 1 M0 ED.1 247 14.8 39 2.3 47 2.8

ENT013
.

-

reutrun-Activatai 130 15 11.5 15 11.5 53 40.8 47 36.2
Contamtnated 6 420 6 420 100.0 - -- -- - - --

Raoeste 1 492 1 IM 76.0 358 24.0 - - - -

Total Decomiissioning este 8 042 7 569 94.1 373 4.6 E3 0.7 47 0.6

,
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TMI.E 6.2. thste Classifications of Neutron-Activated riaterials fro'n DECON at the Reference BWR ,

3SpecificActivity(Ci/m)
Full Total (a) Limiting Lonr)-Livoi f4r.lides Limitiri.) Short-l.ival f41-lides.

Rrial Ibnsity Ssecific Ins nun
% Year 14nteVolp* Vol e &tivigyf- I# g 9g 6% 6h W ife ChPeactor Cerponent jn1 (m ) (Ci/m) C Sg 4t

ISten Separator AWrbly 10 1.2 8 all 3.0xlfrl 1.8xl# 4.2xlf r3 8.Rulr5 9.6xlf f 7.sulif 6.8x10 it
4 I H.5 It[ Bfuel Sotort Pieces 5 0.7 1 011 3.7x10-2 2.2x10-I 5.3x10 1.1410-5 1.?xit[ 3.lil0

I 1Gmtrul Rcxis mi Ir,-Cnre Instnrents 15 2.5 15 601 2.8xl@ 1.7x10I 4.0=11r2 8.3xl04 4.1x103 7.1x10 6.tx10 C

Contml Rtxt Gjide Tifes 4 0.5 2tU 7.4 x10-3 4,4,in-2 g,g,gg-4 7,7,g g 7,g,ggi 6.?x t:f' l.1xit/ A

m Jet Ftry Assovblies 14 0.8 25 on 9.2x10-I 5.5xl@ 1.1x10-2 2.8x104 3.0x103 7.8x1.9 2.1xlit C
i

b Tcp Fuel Gjide 24 0.3 100 010 3.7x100 2.2x101 5.3 10-2 1.1x10-3 1.2x10 3.1x103 8.5x10 C
4 4

On Support Plate 11 2.4 271 1.0x10-2 6.0x10-2 1.4x104 3.0x10-6 3.2x10I 8.4x1# 2.3x102 A

5 4 6 (b)Core trotal 47 4.1 1 537 010 5.7x10I 3.4x102 8.1x10-I 1.7x10-2 1.8x10 4,3,gg g,3xgg

Reactor Vessgl W il 8 21.6 lu) 1.8x10-3 4.0x10-3 - 7.2x10-5 1.8xlf 4.7x10-1 9.8x101 A

Mcrificial Sield 90 90.0 2 7.0x10-5 6.4x10-5 -- 2.2x10-6 3.4x10-2 7.6x10-3 2.0xilO A

(a) From Table 5.1.
(b) Wste exceeis Class C limits because of hirp concentrations of Sh , 63Ni, aral Db.
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TABLc 6.3. Waste Classifications of Neutron-Activated Materials from 30-Year Deferred
Decontamination at the Reference BWR

3locific ktivity (Ci/m )
Full Total (a) Linsitiry Long-Llwwi ferliirs Limiting tort-livnt teclids

narial tinsity Specific less Ihan
V>le Mile

Ativitf)
5-Year este

3 3 I4
(Ci/m C 5%j %g, SI $a 6bi lhlf-life Class

Reactor Ccrponent (m ) (m ) Ic

Stean Smarator Aserbly 10 1.2 217 3.0x10-I 1.Rx10 4.1x10-3 8.9x10-b 1.Hx10 2.nx10 8.7x10-I B
U I 2

fuel 5 spix)rt Pieces 5 0.7 29 4.1x10-2 2.4x10-I 5.5x10 1.2x10-5 2.4xDO 2.6x10 1.2x10-I A
4 I

Control Itxt and In-Cbre Instrurents 15 2.5 2 Di0 2.9xl@ 1.7x10I 3.9x10-2 8.4x10-4 1.7x102 3,g,gg3 8.2xlf C
3 Control Rod Guide Ttties 4 0.5 6 8.4x10-3 4.9x10-2 1.1x10-4 2.5x10-6 5.0x10-I 5.4x1E 2.4x10-I A* Jet Ptsrp Assblies 14 0.8 675 9.4x10-I 5.5xit0 1.3x10-2 2.8x10-4 5.7x10 6.ix10 2.7xtf C

I 2

Top funl Gjide 24 0.3 2 73) 3.8xlf 2.2x10I 5.2x10-2 1.1x10-3 2.3x102 2.5x103 1.tx10I C

Core Snurt Plate 11 2.4 8.3 1.2x10-2 6.Rx10-2 1.6x104 3.4x10-6 ?.0x10-I 7.5xit0 3.3x10-2 A

Core tr m i 47 4.1 41 800 5.8x10I 3.4x102 7.9x10-1 1.7x10-2 3.5x103 3.8xid 1.7x102 (b)
3 3 5Reactor Vessel Wall 8 21.6 0.5 2.1x10 4.5x10 - 8.0x10 3.9x10-2 4.2x10-I 3.5x10-2 3

Svrificial Shield 90 90.0 0.01 5.8x10-5 5.3x10-5 -- 1.7x10-6 5.3410-4 5.0x10-3 1.2x10-3 A

(a) Fran Table 5.2.
(b) este excenis Class C ilmits because of high concentrations of 59Ni, 6 g, 37,9 %g,,

|
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TABLE 6.4. Waste Classifications of Neutron-Activated Materials from 50-Year Deferred
Decontamination at the Reference BWR

3*tstific Ativity (Ci/m )
fd) Limiting Levy-Lici recli+s Limiting %rt-Limi terli+sFull Total

Rsrici n nsity Specific Less Ihan
WiltsP %)lme Ativit S-Year Wst e

lic 5%j 9hb 9'I Ic rib 6}4i lhlf-Life ClassReactor Orponent g j_ j ) (Ci/nr )

Stes Separator Asmbly 10 1.2 175 3.0x10-I 1.Rxl@ 4.2x10-3 9.1x10-5 1.hlf 1.7xt@ 4.1:10-3 H

4 1.1xltr5 1.7x10-1 2.2xin! 6.5x10 A2 2.7210-1 5.3x10 4Fuel Sugort Pieces 5 0.1 22 3.7xilr

Control Rxis arvi In-Core Instnrents 15 7.5 1 f00 2.871 @ 1.6x101 3.9x10-2 R.4x104 1.2x10I 1.6x103 4.1x10-2 C

* Control Rwi Cutie Tibes 4 0.5 4 6.Fh10-3 4,oxig-2 9.6x10-5 2.txi d 3.0x10-2 3.9xl@ 1.0x104 A
,

At Ptrp Aseblies 14 0.8 538 9.1x10-1 5.4xitP 1.3x10-2 2.Rx104 4.1xl@ 5.3x102 1.3x10-2 B
*

Top Fuel Giide 24 0.3 2 170 3.7xllE 2.2x101 5.2x10-2 1.1x10-3 1.6x101 2.1x103 5.4x10-2 C

Gre Sgort Plate 11 2.4 6.2 1.0x10-2 6.2x10-2 1.5x10-4 3.2xl(r6 4.7x10-2 t>.1xt@ 1.6x10-4 A

Oxe 91 rnai 47 4.1 33 000 5.6x101 3.3xlG? 7.9x10-1 1.7x10-2 2.5x102 3.2x104 8.2x10-1 (b)

Reactor Vessel til 8 21.6 0.5 2.8x10-3 6.0x10-3 - 1.1x10-4 3.7x10-3 4.9x10-I 2.3x10-4 A

Sacrificial Shield 90 90.0 0.01 7.6x10-5 1.0x10-5 -- 2.3x10-6 5.0x10-5 5.7x10-3 3.1x10 A
4

(a) Fron Table 5.3.
(b) este exceeds Class C limits because of high concentrations of Sgg, r'}di, arti 94fb.

|
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TABLE 6.5. Waste Classifications of Neutron-Activated Materials from 100-Year Deferred
Decontamination at the Reference BWR

I4vrlfic Atif ty (Ci/m )
Full Total (a) _ _ _ Limiting iorgivnt teclih Lindting Nort-Livnt teclicbs,

Ibrial Dmity Specific less Than
Volum Vohse

Ativity) 1( 5%;
5-Year hte

3 3 91 , 9)fc Nh> 6hi lhlf-Life ClassReactor Orponent (m) (m ) (Ci/m gg

Stean Segurator Asserbly 10 1.2 117 3.7x10-I 1.RxMO 4.1xlfy-3 8 %1[r5 1.9x10-3 g,gxin? g

fuel Sgport Pieces 5 0.7 14 3.5x10-2 7,gxig-1 4,9,gg-4 1.tx10-5 2.2x10-4 1.4x10 -- AI

Ontrol Rods and in-Qn Instruents 15 2.5 1 120 2.Rx t@ 1.7x10I 3.9x10 2 A.5x10-4 1.Rx10-2 1.1x10 - C
I

cn Control Rcri fbide Tdes 4 0.5 4 1.0xlfr2 6.0x10-2 g,4xig-4 3,oxig-6 6.4xtfr5 3.941 @ - A

In Jet Ptrp Assmblies 14 0.8 375 9.4x10-1 5.6x100 1.3x10-2 2.8x10-4 6.0x10-3 3.7x102 g

Top Fuel Cnide 24 0.3 1 500 3.8xl@ 2.3x10I 5.3x10-2 1.tx10-3 2.4x10-2 1.5x10 - C
3

Gn Sipprt Plate 11 2.4 4.2 1.0x10-2 6.3x10-2 1.5x10-4 3.2x10-6 6.7x10-5 4.1xl@ - A

I 4Ore 91rost 47 4.1 22 700 5.7x10 3.4x102 7.9x10-I 1.7x10-2 3.6x10-I 2.2x10 -- Ih)

Reactor Vessel Wil 8 21.6 0.2 1.6x10-3 3.1x10-3 - 6.4xig-5 3.0x10-6 2.0x10-I - A

Sacrificial Shield 90 90.0 0.01 1.0xi d 9.5x10-5 -- 3.1x10-6 9.6x10-8 5.3x10-3 -- A

(a) Fron Table 5.4
(b) mste excenis Class C limits tocause of hirp concentrations of 5%j , 6 ;, og 94,g,,

|
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IML E 6.h. L!aste Classifications of Neutron-Activated Materials from ENTOMB at the Reference BWR

3h ocific k tivity (Ci/m )
rull Total (a) - Limiting lanj-Lived Mclides Limitin] 9vrt-livel NcIldtg

Drial Dmity Secific less than
5-Year h teYolire Vohre

Ativitf) I4C b%i N "Ic %_ 6}it thlf-Life Class3 3Reactor Crrgunent (m) (m) (Ci/m

Stem Separator Assmbly 10 1.2 800 3.0x10-I 1Alf 4.2x10-3 8.Rx10-6 9.6x10 2.5x18 6.Rx10I2 B

2Fuel Soport Pieces 5 0.7 1 OLO 3.7x10-2 2.2x10-I 5.3x10-4 1.1x1d 1.2x102 I3.lul0 8.5x10 B

4 3 3 4I 4.0x10-2 8.3x10 9.lulP 2.3x10 6.4x10 CConp1 this an! In-Core Instnrents 15 2.5 75 6D 2.Rulf 1.7x10

Odml bi Q ide Tites 4 0.5 200 7.4x10-3 4,4,39-2 1.tx10-4 2.2xid 2.4x10I 6.2xl@ 1.7x10 A2

4 3 2 4
.O Jet nrp Aseblies 14 0.8 25 000 9.2x10-I 5.5x1S 1.3x10-2 2.8x10 3.0x10 7.Rx10 2.1x10 C

T@ Fuel Gjide 24 0.3 100 000 3.7x100 2.2x101 5.3x10-2 g,txto-3 1.2x10 3.1x103 8.5x104 C4"

4 4 I 8.4xlE 2.3x102 ACore Sipport Plate 11 2.4 271 1.0x10-2 6.0x10-2 1.4x10 3.0x10 3.2x10

Core 9 rod 47 4.1 1 537 000 5.1x101 3.4x102 8.tx10-I 1.7x10-2 1.8x10 4.8x10 1.3x1@ (b)5 4

Reactor Vessel mit 8 - -- - - - -- -- -- -- -

Sacrificial hield 4) - -- - -- -- -- -- - -- --

(a) from Table 5.5.
(b) Wste excents Class C limits becate of high cmcentrations of 5%g, 6h41. ani %.
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short-lived radionuclides for the various neutron-activated components are
given in Tables 5.1 through 5.5 of Section 5.

As shown in Tables 6.2 through 6.6, the concentrations of limiting radio-
nuclides in much of the neutron-activated material from decommissioning of the
reference BWR are low enough to permit the classification of this material as

63Ni and 94Nbeither Class A or Class B waste. However, the concentrations of

in the control rods and in-core instruments, the jet pump assemblies, and top
fuel guide require that this material be classified as Class C waste. The con-
centrations of 59Ni, 63Ni, and Nb in the core shroud exceed values for94

Class C waste. Because of the long half-lives of these isotopes, the radio-
activity in these neutron-activated materials is not significantly reduced by
deferring their removal for periods of up to 100 years. Thus, they retain
their status as Class C waste or as waste exceeding Class C limits even for
deferred decontamination 100 years after reactor shutdown. (The jet pump
assemblies fro-i decommissioning of the reference BWR are classified as Class B
waste for deferred decontamination periods of 50 and 100 years.)

.
.-

,

6.2 CONTAMINATED MATERIALS

Waste classes of contaminated materials from conceptual decommissioning of
the reference BWR by the DECON alternative are shown in Table 6.7. The esti-
mated activity concentrations for limiting short-lived nuclides shown in

3Table 6.7 are obtained by multiplying the specific activity (Ci/m ) of the
material in each waste category by the fractional radioactivity of the limiting
radionuclides in the material as shown in Table 5.6 of Section 5. Because of
the low concentrations of limiting radionuclides in contaminated material, all
of this material is classified as Class A waste.

.m

<; -

As discussed previously in Section 5.2, the contaminated materials from ; 3. g
decommissioning of the reference BWR by the SAFSTOR or ENTOMB alternatives have

|.p? [/
i. :

limiting radionuclide concentrations that are equal to or less than the concen- y.

k@&
trations in contaminated materials from DECON. Therefore, contaminated mate-
rials from decommissioning of the reference BWR by the SAFSTOR and ENTOMB
alternatives are also classified as Class A waste. (.,

h.
6.3 RADI0 ACTIVE WASTES c. %

LCh
Waste class assignments for the radioactive wastes from conceptual decom- j :i

missioning of the reference BWR are given in Table 6.8. Waste classes are g.jg
determined by comparing the estimated concentrations of limiting short-lived y ,. 7

radionuclides in the waste with the concentrations used to define the different 7fh
waste classes shown in Table 3.2 of Section 3. The estimated activity concen- g$L
trations shown in Table 6.8 are obtained by multiplying the specific activity j

47. ,
.

" _ m
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TABLE 6.7. Waste Classifications of Contaminated Materials from
DECON at the Reference BWR

I

fkstal inific k.tisity (Ct/m )
Rhee aste

vdp
Aste Tne (m') (Ci/m ) 8b 6% g 1373 0s 9ert4tw f Class

6.5mid 9.6mid A
Reactor vessel 43 1.91 9.0Id - --

Ma$n Onkmw I 820 0.21 9.9s10'2 - - 7.Intf 1.0x10*I A

I 2 2.4sl(I A
Pipiruj avl Val +s 4 565 0.48 2.2slT - - 1.6 17

1.7x10 2.5ml0"I A
Reactor Builetiruj [cpigrunt 1 UA 0.W 2.4s10'I - -

' 2 - 5.4mid 8.0n10-2 g
4 426 0.16 7.5mlT

2 1.1x18 A
1 431 2.24 1.On1f .. - 7.6mlT

Reactor fbtidiruj Stns.tural Surfaces 1 #1 0.0Ji 1.1x10 1.3x10-0 5.7:10" 6.8x1r 1.9x10~2 A

# 3.6xld 1.0xl(2 A
t x 215 0.020 5.8mid 6.8x1d 3.0x10

2 4
444 0.0B1 2.3mid 2.8x10-4 g,p,gg3 g ,4, gg 4.1x10 A

s ,

TABLE 6.8. Waste Classifications of Radioactive Wastes from
Decommissioning at the Reference BWR

I
skrial %nific Activity (Ct/m )

Volwe

Wste T e (m )(3) (Ci/m ) 6g 6h 9Sr I3
Cs 9ert4iet Class,

f

M Snito Wstes

Concentrator Bnttres 148 (120) 260 1.2mid - - . 8a18 1.3x18 B
0

Ovventrator Bottms 3 # (248) 5.2 2.4 18 -- -- 1.8x 10-I 2.6 10 A
I

Cnncentrator Rottes 183 (150) 1.0 4.7 10*I .. -- 3.4:18 4.9 lT A

Solidif ter1 Dnontagnatim Solns. 12 0 (95) 1.1 5.2s10'I -- - 3.7m!0-2 5.4ald A
I 2.6x18 A

Filter Shsifs est Rews 54 (42) 5.4 2.5x18 - - 1.8mif

Dry solid estes

W@ 2 9.0x1(2 1.1:18 3.la18 8
9netw Dnts 210 6.0 1.7:18 2.0x17

txntel u Onts 4M 1.2 3.5x10~I 4.1x10~3 1.8x10-2 2.2xl(I 6.Inlu'I A

sh Onis 75 6.0 1.7ml8 2.0ml(3 9.05181.I'l 3 I"I 8

% ng,1 w on,s its 1.2 3.5mlo-I 4.1n17 1.8a10 2.2n10'g 6.1n10- A

10.vear Defermi Detontainatim

th 4
0 11 1 x10-2 7.20-3 1. 0-2 2.4 0-I 90 A

e ones
50.vear Orfermt Onantamnatte

0 23 1.4 10-3 7.8 0-3 '.5 g2 1.9x]0"I 1.50-2 gNfs
pu ve,, r> fermi Onmtamnattm

4 6.5 10*3 A
is 240 11 5. id 7.9 0-3 6.50-3 8.9 0

I N Orrs 210 6.0 1.7x18 2.018 9.0172 1.In18 3.1x18 B

l 4 I'1T 1.8:10 2.2x17 6.1x10*g A4
in,sbich.10rrs divi 12 3 5"IT

3
= (a) Values in parwtneses for et solid vestes are atel solidifled veste volmes used to calculate Ci/m .

of a given waste type by the fractional radioactivity of the short-lived radio-
nuclides in the waste as shown in Table 5.9 of Section 5.

As discussed previously in Section 5, the operations of system decontami-
nation and processing of radioactive liquids are assumed to be undertaken

6.9



regardless of the alternatise chosen to decommission the facility. Conse-
quently, the burial volumes and specific activities of the wet solid wastes
from decommissioning operations are the same for each decommissioning alterna-
tive (DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB). Approximately 82% (by volume) of the solid-
ified wet wastes from BWR decommissioning are estimated to be Class A wastes,
and the remaining wastes (solidified concentrator bottoms with high specific
activity) are Class B.

Most of the dry solid wastes from BWR decommissioning operations can be
137classified as Class A waste. Because of high concentrations of Cs, approxi-

mately 31% (by volume) of the dry solid waste from DECON, preparations for safe
storage, and ENT0MB of the reference BWR is estimated to be Class B waste.

.

6.10
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The nuclear wastes from conceptual decommissioning of a reference BWR are
classified, in this addendum, in terms of the waste classes specified in
10 CFR 61. The results are tabulated in Table 6.1 of Section 6.

Most of the nuclear waste from BWR decommissioning (approximately 80% to
98% of the total waste volume, depending on the decommissioning alternative) is
considered to have such low radionuclide concentrations that it can be classi-
fied as Class A waste. To be acceptable for shallow-land disposal, Class A
waste must meet the minimum packaging and waste form requirements given in
paragraph 61.56(a) of 10 CFR. The waste processing and packaging methods
described in the reference BWR study (Reference 1) provide suf ficient protec-
tion to permit the handling and disposal of these wastes at a licensed shallow-
land disposal site without further packaging requirements.

A small fraction of the nuclear waste from BWR decommissioning (approxi-
mately 1.3% to 15% of the total waste volume, depending on the decommissioning
alternative) is classified as Class B waste. For the reference BWR, the
Class B waste includes some neutron-activated stainless steel components with
63Ni concentrations that exceed Class A limits, concentrator bottoms with high
specific activity from the processing of radioactive liquids, and some dry
solid waste with concentrations of short-lived radionuclides that exceed
Class A limits. Class B waste must meet the staDility requirements of
10 CFR 61.56(b) that are intended to provide protection against structural
degradation following burial. Structural stability can be provided by the
waste form itself, by processing the waste to a stable form, or by placing the
waste in a disposable container that provides stability af ter disposal. The
processing and packaging methods described in the reference study provide ade-
quate stability for most of the Class B waste identified in the study. How-
ever. in processing Class B wet or liquid waste, care must be taken to ensure
that the residual liquid does not exceed 1% of the volume of the waste when the
waste is in a disposal container designed to ensure stability, or 0.5% of the
volume of the waste for waste processed to a stable form.

Some of the neutron-activated stainless steel components removed from the

reactor pressure vgsel gring decpissioning are considered to have such high
concentrations of Ni, Ni, and Nb that they exceed the classification
criteria for Class A and Class B wastes. The control rods and in-core instru-

3 3
ments (burial volume 15 m ), jgt pump assemblies (burial volume 14 m ), and top
fuel guide (burial volume 24 m ) are all clgssified as Class C waste in this
study. The core shroud (burial volume 47 m ) is considered to exceed Class C
limits in terms of the limiting concentrations of long-lived radionuclides
specified in 10 CFR 61.

7.1
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. -$k Class C waste must meet the stability requirements of 10 CFR 61.56(b) and NI,a
.

N
$; must also be disposed of by a burial site operator using methods that provide I..
) additional protection against inadvertent intrusion into the burial ground. '.% 'I.% f.'j Class C waste must be buried so that the top of the waste is a minimum of %.(p

5 meters below the top surface of the cover, or must be placed within intruder di... Qt,.y
Di barriers that are designed to protect against an inadvertent intrusion for at

[f?yp'f. {.;i -
"

least 500 years. The disposal costs for Class C waste could be significantly
higher than the disposal costs for Class A and Class B wastes. An estimate of M '. ?

s
.

these higher costs is beyond the scope of this addendum and is not given here.* %.f
s.ge q}i;I Such nuclear waste as the core shroud that exceeds Class C limits accord- IT

}. ing to the provisions of 10 CFR 61 is generally unacceptable for routine near- fyQ
s .. %

,,, surface disposal. The licensee is required to safely store this waste until a t.ts 5;P.f.j specific determination can be made on its disposition. Onsite storage of M i.fg.. decommissioning waste would prevent termination of the nuclear license and p . 2 ' c , <.
.y release of the site until the waste was subsequently removed to an offsite d N['. disposal f acility. The prospect of onsite storage of nuclear waste for a M.@uprotracted period could therefore affect the choice of an alternative to decom- :gy:c

(] mission the reactor.
%.ygg|.-dm,

Two recent PNL experimental studies (6,7) that characterize the [ "N.;
I radioactivity concentrations in contaminated and activated materials from hy:[=

nuclear power plants provide data for comparison with the waste classification ';
. . Cf ' t -,y results summarized above. {|f:j

]. u .n a --'[[..4[:. In one of the studies,(6,) onsite sampling and measurement programs were
"

. conducted at 7 nuclear power plants (4 BWRs and 3 PWRs) to assess the residual Q.A..,T i I, l'.y.radionuclide concentrations and inventories in contaminated piping, hardware,
..

*
i equipment, concrete, and soils. The residual radionuclide concentrations T if f /

.

.. i observed in these contaminated materials were compared with guidelines for l *d.' O:Y
shallow-land burial of low-level radioactive waste contained in 10 CFR 61. The Y M.( study concluded that the entire components of a decommissioned nuclear power
plant (exclusive of the reactor pressure vessel and internals) could be dis- [/.? O

.

r
%.[ posed of at a shallow-land burial site as Class A waste, either directly or by $$ V:E

mixing the relatively small quantities of highly contaminated concrete withg
'4.> ;cy ,lower-activity wastes. (The study did not address the question of wastes from ; f. %..

$' the processing of contaminated water volumes or decontamination solutions, some h jh.:*

of which are considered in this addendum to be Class B wastes.) P y e.h:u :s p ,: ;*
In the second study,(7) a program was carried out to assess the problems !N/ posed to reactor decommissioning '.y long-lived activation products in reactor f ..M construction materials. Reactor components investigated included the bio- ?.Q . dg. ' shield, the pressure vessel, the vessel cladding, and the stainless steel 8 %.M internals. The program included the following three steps: k [.Yj

1.
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{ 1. Samples of stainless steel, vessel steel, concrete, and concrete
ingredients were analyzed to develop a data base of major, minor, and
trace elements that are capable of being activated.

2. Calculations were performed using average values of the measured com-
positions of the appropriate materials to predict the levels of acti-
vation products expected in reactor internals, vessel walls, and bio-
shield materials for both BWRs and PWRs.

3. Selected samples of activated steel and concrete were subjected to
limited radiochemical analyses as a verification of the computer
model used for the calculations of Step 2.

A comparison was made between calculated activation levels and regulatory
guidelines for shallow-land disposal according to 10 CFR 61. It was concluded
that the BWR core shroud does not appear to be suitable for disposal as low-'

level waste. From an activation standpoint, the remaining components were
determined to be either Class A or Class B waste, with the sacrificial shield
concrete (i .e., the bio-shield) clearly Closs A even at its highest point of
activation.

In this addendum, the core shroud is considered not classifiable as low-
level waste. The control rods and in-core instruments, jet pump assemblies,
and top fuel guide are considered Class C wastes. The remaining components are
considered Class A and Class B wastes. The sacrificial shield is considered
Class A waste. Thus, the results of the two studies cited in Reference 7 and
Reference 8 are in substantial agreement with results reported in this addendum
for the conceptual decommissioning of a reference BWR.

7.3
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Addendum 2
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T Technolo , Safety and Costs of Decommissioning a
iE Referen Boiling Water Reactor Power Station:

Classific Jon of Decommissioning Wastes ,,,' ^ " "'' "'' "'" ", ,,
" . .u'-o- 51 i August 1984 .
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1 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission f
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The radioactive wastes expected to res it from decommissioning of the reference boiling=

I water reactor power station are revie6ed'and classified in accordance with 10 CFR 61.
-

E The 18,949 cubic meters of waste frpin DEC04 are classified as follows: Class A, 97.5%;
F Class B, 2.0%; Class C, 0.3%. About 0.2% (47_ cubic meters) of the waste would be
;;. generally unacceptable for disposal using near-surf ace disposal methods.
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